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Important Dates

Happy Easter Everyone!

Thieu Nhi
Field Trip
(April 17th)
Thieu Nhi
Big Game
(April 18th)
Hiep Si
Lock-In/30 Hour
Famine
(April 23)
Au Nhi
Field Trip
(April 24th)
Huynh Truong
Mother’s Day
Fundraising
(May 9th)
Emmanuel
Last Day of Class
(May 26th)
Summer Camp
(May 28th-30th)

I hope everyone had a wonderful
Easter weekend and a memorable
Lenten season.
Can you guys believe it? Sinh Hoat is
about to end in two months already!!
But the school year is not over as the
month of April is packed with events
going around our Doan. First off, we
have Nganh Thieu going to Amazing
Jake’s on the 18th. Hiep Si is collecting donations for 30-Hour Famine on
the 23rd. On the same weekend, Au
Nhi is also going to Nickelrama.

Staff
Do Jenny (Hiep Si)
Nguyen Alyssa (Hiep Si)
Nguyen Victoria (Hiep Si)
Nguyen Alexandra (Hiep Si)
Nguyen Viet Phillip (Hiep Si)
Pham Suzane (Hiep Si)
Pham Hong Tien (Huynh Truong)

Mother’s day is also creeping up and
Chi Mimi Hoang is fundraising by selling flowers, bouquets, and roses. So
tell your dad and siblings to place an
order for a dozen of roses for your
mom! Remind your uncles and cousins to place orders for your aunts!
A reminder for those who haven’t
turned in lent cans, Huynh Truong
are still collecting them if you still
haven’t turned them in. Please submit them in!
Until next month,
Tr. Tien

What do you like about
Thieu Nhi?
Seeing my friends
Anthony Hoang (TN),
Christopher Pham (TN),
Jimmy Pham (NS),
Jackie Nguyen (NS),
Henry Nguyen (HS)
Chau because I like
Praise and Worship
Cynthia Nguyen (NS)
Camps
Thien An Trinh (AN)

Having fun playing
games
Joseph Hau (TN), Nhu
(NS), BinhBinh Nguyen
(NS), Lisa Vu (NS), Ana
Ho (NS), Maria Nguyen
(NS)

Getting Closer to God
Cynthia Nguyen(NS)
Learn leadership skills
Paulina Vu(NS), Jimmy Pham(NS), Angelina Nguyen(NS),
Maria Nguyen(NS)

Playing Soccer
-Phat Tran (AN)

Survival Skills
Nhu(NS), Jackie Nguyen(NS), Binh Binh Nguyen(NS), Lisa
Vu(NS)

Huynh Truong
Trang Nguyen (AN)

Everything!
Hoang Nguyen(NS)

What Easter Means
To You
When I was a kid, Easter used to be about
nothing more than egg hunts and chocolate
bunnies. As I grew older, I realized that filling your basket and biting the heads off of
candy animals means nothing. The true
meaning of Easter can be found in the little
sacrifices that we make during Lent. Everything we do to prepare for
the resurrection of Christ is small compared
to what Jesus did for us. We have to learn
that He died on the cross in order to save us
from our sins and that that act is worth more
than anything in the world. The least we can
do to repay Him is better ourselves and bring
ourselves closer to Him so that we can see
Him in heaven one day. Go ahead and eat
that Snickers egg, but remember to thank
Jesus for His sacrifice and continue to make
your own sacrifices after Lent is over. Who
says that you can only be good for 40 days
anyways? Take your spiritual experiences
from this Lenten season and apply it to everything you do for the rest of your life because that’s what Easter’s all about.
- Alyssa

What do you want to learn in
Thieu Nhi?

Did you know?
That
That
That
That

TNTT was founded in France?
there are about 35 other Doan in the nation?
Doan Camp is on May 28th-30th?
Dai Hoi Thanh The is in September?

Visit us online at
http://tntt-emmanuel.co.nr

